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Abstract

We propose a conceptually simple oblivious sort and
oblivious random permutation algorithms called bucket
oblivious sort and bucket oblivious random permuta-
tion. Bucket oblivious sort uses 6n log n time (mea-
sured by the number of memory accesses) and 2Z client
storage with an error probability exponentially small in
Z. The above runtime is only 3× slower than a non-
oblivious merge sort baseline; for 230 elements, it is 5×
faster than bitonic sort, the de facto oblivious sorting
algorithm in practical implementations.

1 Introduction

With the increased use of outsourced storage and com-
putation, privacy of the outsourced data has been of
paramount importance. A canonical setting is where a
client with a small local storage outsources its encrypted
data to an untrusted server. In this setting, encryption
alone is not sufficient to preserve privacy. The access
patterns to the data may reveal sensitive information.

Two fundamental building blocks for oblivious stor-
age and computation [9, 12, 17] are oblivious sorting and
oblivious random permutation. In these two problems,
an array of n elements is stored on an untrusted server,
encrypted under a trusted client’s secret key. The client
wishes to sort or permute the n elements in a data-
oblivious fashion. That is, the sequence of accesses it
makes to the server should not reveal any information
about the n elements (e.g., their relative ranking). The
client has a small amount of local storage, the access
pattern to which cannot be observed by the server. This
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work presents simple and efficient algorithms to these
two problems, named bucket oblivious sort and bucket
oblivious random permutation.

1.1 State of the Affairs. For oblivious sort, it
is well-known that one can leverage sorting networks
such as AKS [1] and Zig-zag sort [11] to obliviously
sort n elements in O(n log n) time. Unfortunately,
these algorithms are complicated and incur enormous
constants rendering them completely impractical. Thus,
almost all known practical implementations [17, 13, 14]
instead employ the simple bitonic sort algorithm [5].
While asymptotically worse, due to the small leading
constants, bitonic sort performs much better in practice.

Oblivious random permutation (ORP) can be re-
alized by assigning a sufficiently long random key to
each element, and then obliviously sorting the elements
by the keys. To the best of our knowledge, this remains
the most practical solution for ORP. It then follows that
while O(n log n) algorithms exist in theory, practical in-
stantiations resort to the O(n log2 n) bitonic sort. There
exist algorithms such as the Melbourne shuffle [15] that
do not rely on oblivious sort; but they require O(

√
n)

client storage to permute n elements. Other approaches
include the famous Thorp shuffle [7] and random permu-
tation networks [6], but none of these solutions are com-
petitive in performance either asymptotically or con-
cretely.

1.2 Our Results. Let Z be a statistical security
parameter that controls the error probability. Our
bucket oblivious sort runs in 6n log n time (4n log n
for bucket ORP) and has an error probability around
e−Z/6 when the client can store 2Z elements locally.
This is at most 3× slower than the non-oblivious merge
sort, and is at least 5× faster than bitonic sort for
n = 230 (cf. Table 1). Therefore, we recommend bucket
oblivious sort and bucket ORP as attractive alternatives
to bitonic sort in practical implementations.

The core of our algorithms is to assign each element
to a random bin and then route the elements through a
butterfly network to their assigned random bins. This
part is inspired by Bucket ORAM [8]. In more detail,
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Figure 1: Oblivious random bin assignment with 8 buckets. The MergeSplit procedure takes elements
from two buckets at level i and put them into two buckets at level i+1, according to the (i+1)-th most significant
bit of the keys. At level i, every 2i consecutive buckets are semi-sorted by the most significant i bits of the keys.

Algorithm Oblivious Client storage Runtime Error probability
Merge sort No O(1) 2n log n 0

Bitonic sort Yes O(1) n log2 n 0
AKS sort [1] Yes O(1) 5.4× 107 × n log n 0

Zig-zag sort [11] Yes O(1) 8× 104 × n log n 0
Randomized Shellsort [10] Yes O(1) 24n log n ≈ n−3
Bucket oblivious sort Yes 2Z 6n log n ≈ e−Z/6
Bucket oblivious sort Yes O(1) ≈ 2n log n log2 Z ≈ e−Z/6

Table 1: Runtime of bucket oblivious sort and classic non-oblivious and oblivious sort algorithms.
Bitonic sort requires 1

4n log2 n comparisons. The number of comparisons for AKS sort and zig-zag sort are cited
from [11]. Runtime represents the number of memory accesses, which is four times the number of comparisons.

we divide the n elements into B = 2n/Z buckets of size
Z/2 each and add Z/2 dummy elements to each bucket.
Now, imagine that these B buckets form the inputs of a
butterfly network — for simplicity, assume B is a power
of two. Each element is uniformly randomly assigned
to one of the B output buckets, represented by a key
of logB bits. The elements are then routed through
the butterfly network to their respective destinations.
Assuming the client can store two buckets locally at a
time, at level i, the client simply reads elements from
two buckets that are distance 2i away in level i and
writes them to two adjacent buckets in level i+ 1, using
the i-th bit of each element’s key to make the routing
decision. We refer readers to Figure 1 for a graphical
illustration.

The above algorithm is clearly oblivious, as the
order in which the client reads and writes the buckets is
fixed and independent of the input array. If no bucket
overflows, all elements reach their assigned destinations.

By setting Z appropriately, we can bound the overflow
probability.

Our bucket oblivious sort and bucket ORP algo-
rithms are derived from the above oblivious random bin
assignment building block.

From oblivious random bin assignment to ORP
and oblivious sort. To obtain a random permuta-
tion, we simply remove all dummy elements and ran-
domly permute each bucket of the final layer. Since
the client can hold Z elements, permuting each bucket
can be done locally. We show that the algorithm is
oblivious and gives a random permutation despite re-
vealing the number of dummy elements in each destina-
tion bucket. To get oblivious sort, we can first perform
ORP on the input array then apply any non-oblivious,
comparison-based sorting algorithm (e.g., quick sort or
merge sort). We show that the composition of ORP and
non-oblivious sort results in an oblivious sort.
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Dealing with small client storage. In Section 4.1,
we extend our algorithms to support O(1) client storage.
We can rely on bitonic sort to realize the MergeSplit
operation that operates on 4 buckets at a time, which
would result in O(n log n · log2 Z) runtime.

Locality. Algorithmic performance when the data is
stored on disk has been studied in the external disk
model (e.g., [16, 2, 18, 19]) and references within).
Recently, Asharov et al. [3] extended this study to
oblivious algorithms. We discuss how our algorithms
can be made locality-friendly in Section 4.3.

2 Preliminaries

Notations and conventions. Let [n] denote the set
{1, . . . , n}. Throughout this paper, we will use n to
denote the size of the instance and use λ to denote the
security parameter. For an ensemble of distributions
{Dλ} (parametrized with λ), we denote by x ← Dλ a
sampling of an instance from the distribution Dλ. We
say two ensembles of distributions {Xλ} and {Yλ} are

ε(λ)-statistically-indistinguishable, denoted {Xλ}
ε(λ)
≡

{Yλ}, if for any unbounded adversary A,∣∣∣∣ Pr
x←Xλ

[
A(1λ, x) = 1

]
− Pr
y←Yλ

[
A(1λ, y) = 1

]∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε(λ) .

Random-access machines. A RAM is an interactive
Turing machine that consists of a memory and a CPU.
The memory is denoted as mem[N, b], and is indexed
by the logical address space [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N}. We
refer to each memory word also as a block and we use
b to denote the bit-length of each block. The memory
supports read/write instructions (op, addr, data), where

op ∈ {read,write}, addr ∈ [N ] and data ∈ {0, 1}b ∪ {⊥}.
If op = read, then data = ⊥ and the returned value
is the content of the block located in logical address
addr in the memory. If op = write, then the memory
data in logical address addr is updated to data. We use
standard setting that b = Θ(logN) (so a word can store
an address).

Obliviousness. Intuitively, a RAM program M obliv-
iously simulates a RAM program f if: (1) it has the
same input/output behavior as f ; (2) There exists a
simulator Sim(|x|) that produces access pattern that is
statistically close to the access pattern of M(x), i.e., it
can simulate all memory addresses accessed by M dur-
ing the execution on x, without knowing x. In case the
access pattern and the functionality are randomized, we
have to consider the joint distribution of the simulator
and the output of the RAM program or the functional-
ity.

For a RAM machine M and input x, let
AccPtrn(M(x)) denote the distribution of memory ad-
dresses a machine M produces on an input x.

Definition 1. A RAM algorithm M obliviously imple-
ments the functionality f with ε-obliviousness if the fol-
lowing hold:{

Sim(1λ), f(x)
}
x∈{0,1}λ

ε(λ)
≡ {AccPtrn(M(x)),M(x)}x∈{0,1}λ

If ε(·) = 0, we say M is perfectly oblivious.

The two main functionalities that we focus on in
this paper are the following:

Oblivious sort: This is a deterministic functionality
in which the input is an array A[1, . . . , n] of memory

blocks (i.e., each A[i] ∈ {0, 1}b, representing a key).
The goal is to output an array A′[1, . . . , n] which is
some permutation π : [n] → [n] of the array A, i.e.,
A′[i] = A[π(i)], such that A′[1] ≤ . . . ≤ A′[n].

Oblivious permutation: This is a randomized func-
tionality in which the input is an array A[1, . . . , n]
of memory blocks. The functionality chooses a ran-
dom permutation π : [n] → [n] and outputs an array
A′[1, . . . , n] such that A′[i] = A[π(i)] for every i.

3 Our Construction

We first present the oblivious random bin assignment
algorithm (Section 3.1) and then use it to implement
our bucket oblivious random permutation (Section 3.2)
and bucket oblivious sort (Section 3.3).

3.1 Oblivious Random Bin Assignment. The in-
put to the oblivious random bin assignment algorithm
is an array X of n elements. The goal is to obliviously
and uniformly randomly distribute the elements into a
set of bins. Each element is assigned to independent
random bin, and elements are then routed into the bins
obliviously.

The algorithm first chooses a bucket size Z, which
can be set to the security parameter λ. Then, it
constructs B = d2n/Ze buckets each of size Z. Without
loss of generality, assume B is a power of 2 — if not,
pad it to the next power of 2. Note that the algorithm
introduces n dummy elements, and the output is twice
the size of the input array.

Figure 1 gives a graphic illustration of the algorithm
for 8 input buckets and Algorithm 3.1 gives the pseu-
docode. Each element in X is assigned a random key in
[0, B − 1] which represents a destination bucket. Next,
the algorithm repeatedly calls the MergeSplit subrou-
tine to exchange elements between bucket pairs in logB
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Algorithm 3.1. (Oblivious Random Bin Assignment)
Input: an array X of size n
Choose a bucket size Z and let B be the smallest power of two that is ≥ 2n/Z.

Define (logB + 1) arrays, each containing B buckets of size Z. Denote the j-th bucket of the i-th array A
(i)
j .

For each element in X, assign a uniformly random key in [0, B − 1].

Evenly divide X into B groups. Put the j-th group into A
(0)
j and pad with dummy elements to have size Z.

for i = 0, . . . , logB − 1 do
for j = 0, . . . , B/2 do

(A
(i+1)
2j , A

(i+1)
2j+1 )←MergeSplit(A

(i)
j′+j , A

(i)
j′+j+2i , i) where j′ = bj/2ic · 2i+1

. Input: j-th pair of buckets with distance 2i in A(i); Output: j-th pair of buckets in A(i+1)

end for
end for
Output: A(logB) = A

(logB)
0 ‖ . . . A(logB)

B−1 .

function (A′0, A
′
1)← MergeSplit(A0, A1, i)

A′0 receives all real elements in A0 ∪A1 where the (i+ 1)-st MSB of the key is 0
A′1 receives all real elements in A0 ∪A1 where the (i+ 1)-st MSB of the key is 1
If either A′0 or A′1 receives more than Z real elements, the procedure aborts with overflow
Pad A′0 and A′1 to size Z with dummy elements and return (A′0, A

′
1)

end function

levels to distribute elements into their destination buck-
ets. The operation (A′0, A

′
1) ← MergeSplit(A0, A1, i)

involves four buckets at the time, distributing the el-
ements in the two input buckets A0 and A1 into two
output buckets A′0 and A′1. A′0 receives all the keys
with (i+ 1)-th most significant bit (MSB) as 0 and A′1
receives all the keys with (i+ 1)-th MSB as 1.

For now, assume the client can locally store two
buckets. For each MergeSplit, it reads (and decrypts)
the two input buckets, swaps elements in the two
buckets according to the above rule, and writes to the
two output buckets (after re-encryption). It is then easy
to see that Algorithm 3.1 is oblivious since the order in
which the client reads and writes the buckets is fixed
and independent of the input array.

When no bucket overflows, all real elements are
correctly put into their assigned bins. We now show
that the probability of overflow is exponentially small
in Z. Intuitively, this is because each bucket contains
(in expectation) half dummy elements that serve as a
form of “slack” to disallow overflow.

Lemma 3.1. Overflow happens with at most ε(n,Z) =
2n/Z · log(2n/Z) · e−Z/6 probability.

Proof. Consider a bucket A
(i)
b at level i. Observe that

this bucket can receive real elements from 2i initial
buckets, each containing Z/2 real elements. For each
such element, we have chosen an independent and

uniformly random key; the element reaches A
(i)
b only

when the most significant i bits of its key match b,

which happens with exactly 2−i probability. A Chernoff

bound shows that A
(i)
b overflows with less than e−Z/6

probability. Hence, a union bound over all levels and
all buckets shows that overflow happens with less than
B · logB · e−Z/6 = ε(n,Z) probability.

3.2 Bucket Oblivious Random Permutation.
After performing the oblivious random bin assignment,
ORP can be simply achieved as follows: scan the array
and delete dummy elements from each bin (note that
within each bin it is guaranteed that the real elements
appear before the dummy elements). Then obliviously
permute each bin and finally concatenate all bins. We
have:

Lemma 3.2. Bucket ORP oblivious implement the per-
mutation functionality except for ε(n,Z) probability.

Proof. We first describe the simulator. The access
pattern of the oblivious bin assignment algorithm is
deterministic and the same for every input, where
the overflow even is independent of the input itself.
Therefore, it is easy to simulate the bin assignment.
The simulator then pretends to simulate the randomly
permuting of each bin. Then, the simulator chooses
random loads ~k = (k0, k1, . . . , kB−1), where ki is the
load of the real elements in the ith bin. This is done
by simply throwing n elements into B bins (“in the
head”). If there is some i for which ki > Z then the
simulator aborts. The removal of the dummy elements
is equivalent to the revealing of these loads.
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Clearly, ~k are distributed the same as in the real
execution. The only difference between the simulated
access pattern and the real one is in the case where the
algorithm aborts as a result of an overflow before the last
level, which occurs with at most ε(n,Z) probability.

We next show that the output of the algorithm
is a random permutation, conditioned of the access
pattern. As we previously described, it is actually
enough to condition on the vector of random loads
~k = (k0, k1, . . . , kB−1). We show that given any such
vector, all permutations are possible.

Fix a particular load ~k = (k0, k1, . . . , kB−1). The
algorithm works by first assigning the real elements into
the bins, and then permuting within each bin. For every
input, there are exactly

(
n

k0,...,kB−1

)
ways to distribute

the real elements into the bins while achieving the vector
of loads ~k. Then, each bin is individually permuted, i.e.,
within each bin i, we have ki different possible ordering.
Overall, the total number of possible outputs with that
load is then(

n

k0, . . . , kB−1

)
· k0! · . . . · kB−1! = n!

That is, even conditioned on some specific loads ~k =
(k0, k1, . . . , kB−1), all permutations are still possible.

Therefore, for every π, Pr
[
Π = π | ~K = ~k

]
= 1

n! , and

Pr [Π = π] =
∑
~k

Pr
[
Π = π | ~K = ~k

]
· Pr

[
~K = ~k

]
=

1

n!

The ORP fails only when some bin overflows during
the oblivious random bin assignment, which happens
with ε(n,Z) probability by Lemma 3.1.

3.3 Bucket Oblivious Sort. Once we have ORP, it
is easy to achieve oblivious sort: just invoke any non-
oblivious comparison-based sort after ORP.

Since the functionality is deterministic, it is enough
to consider separately correctness and simulation. Cor-
rectness follows from directly from the correctness of the
ORP and the non-oblivious sort. As for obliviousness,
given any input array, one can easily simulate the algo-
rithm by first randomly permuting the array and then
running the comparison-based non-oblivious sort. The
access patterns of a comparison-based sort depend only
on the relative ranking of the input elements, which is
independent of the input array once the array has been
randomly permuted.

3.4 Efficiency. We analyze the efficiency of our algo-
rithms and compare them to classic non-oblivious obliv-
ious sorting algorithms in Table 1. We measure runtime

using the number of memory accesses the clients needs
to perform on the server.

For our algorithms, assuming the client can store
2Z elements locally, each 2n-sized array is read and
written once and there are log(2n/Z) < log n of them.
So oblivious bin assignment and bucket ORP run in (less
than) 4n log n time. Note that the last step of ORP,
i.e., permuting each output bucket, can be incorporated
with the last level of oblivious bin assignment. Bucket
oblivious sort additionally invokes a non-oblivious sort,
and thus runs in 6n log n time. This is within 3× of
merge sort and beats bitonic sort when n is moderately
large; for example, 5× faster than bitonic for n = 230.
For an overflow probability of 2−80 and most reasonable
values of n, Z = 512 suffices.

4 Extensions

4.1 Extension to Constant Client Storage. We
now discuss how to extend our algorithms to the case
where the client can only store O(1) elements locally.

Each MergeSplit can be realized with a single
invocation of bitonic sort. Concretely, we first scan the
two input buckets to count how many real elements
should go to buckets A′0 vs. A′1, then tag the correct
number of dummy elements going to either buckets, and
finally perform a bitonic sort.

Next, we need to permute each output bucket
obliviously with O(1) local storage. This can be done
as follows. First, assign each element in a bucket
a uniformly random label of Θ(log n) bits. Then,
obliviously sort the elements by their random labels
using bitonic sort. Since the labels are “short” (i.e.,
logarithmic in size), we may have collisions with n−c

probability for some constant c, in which case we simply
retry. In expectation, it succeeds in 1 + o(1) trials.

Since we invoke B/2 instances of bitonic sort on 2Z
elements at each level, the runtime is roughly logB ·
B/2 · 2Z log2(2Z)) ≈ 2n log n log2 Z.

4.2 Better Asymptotic Performance. Our algo-
rithms can also be extended to have better asymptotic
performance. For this instantiation, we use a primi-
tive called oblivious tight compaction. Oblivious tight
compaction receives n elements each marked as either
0 or 1, and outputs a permutation of the n elements
such that all elements marked 0 appear before the ele-
ments that are marked 1. It should not be hard to see
that oblivious tight compaction can be used to achieve
MergeSplit. Using the O(1)-client-storage and O(n)-
time oblivious tight compaction construction from [4],
bucket oblivious sort achieves O(n log n+n log2 Z) run-
time and O(1) client storage. Setting Z = ω(1) log n,
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bucket oblivious sort achieves O(n log n) runtime, O(1)
client storage, and a negligible in n error probability.

4.3 Locality. Algorithmic performance when the
data is stored on disk has been studied in the external
disk model (e.g., [16, 2, 18, 19]) and references within).
Recently, Asharov et al. [3] extended this study to obliv-
ious algorithms. In this setting, an algorithm is said to
have (p, `) locality if it has access to p disks and accesses
in total ` discontiguous memory regions in all disks com-
bined. As an example, it is not hard to see that merge
sort is a non-oblivious sorting algorithm that sorts an ar-
ray of size n in O(n log n) and (3, log n)-locality, whereas
quick sort is not local for any reasonable p. This lo-
cality metric is motivated by the fact that real-world
storage media such as disks support sequential accesses
much faster than random seeks. Thus an algorithm that
makes mostly sequential accesses would execute much
faster in practice than one that makes mostly random
accesses — even if the two have the same runtime in a
standard word-RAM model.

Guided by this new metric, Asharov et al. [3]
consider how to design oblivious algorithms and ORAM
schemes that achieve good locality. Since sorting is one
of the most important building blocks in the design
of oblivious algorithms, inevitably Asharov et al. [3]
show a locality-friendly sorting algorithm. Concretely,
they show that there is a specific way to implement
the bitonic sort meta-algorithm, such that the entire
algorithm requires accessing O(log2 n) distinct memory
regions (i.e., as many as the depth of the sorting
network) require only 2 disks to be available — in other
words, the algorithm achieves (2, O(log2 n))-locality.

We observe that our algorithm, when implemented
properly, is a locality-friendly oblivious sorting algo-
rithm. Our algorithm outperforms Asharov et al. [3]’s
scheme by an almost logarithmic factor improvement
in locality. To achieve this, the crux is to implement
all n/Z instances of MergeSplit in the same layer of
the butterfly network while accessing a small number
of discontiguous regions. Specifically, the MergeSplit
operation works on 4 buckets at a time, while reading
two buckets from the input layer, and writing to two
consecutive buckets in the output layer. Moreover, the
different invocations of MergeSplit on the same layer
deal with consecutive buckets. By carefully distribut-
ing the buckets among the different disks, and by using
bitonic sort while implementing the MergeSplit oper-
ation, we conclude:

Corollary 4.1. There exists a statistically oblivious
sort algorithm which, except with ≈ e−Z/6 proba-
bility, completes in O(n log n log2 Z) work and with
(3, O(log n log2 Z)) locality.
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